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Abstract. Ultracold photoassociation is typically performed at large inter-
nuclear separations, where the scattering wavefunction amplitude is large and
Franck-Condon overlap is maximized. Recently, work by this group and others
on alkali-metal diatomics has shown that photoassociation can efficiently form
molecules at short internuclear distance in both homonuclear and heteronuclear
dimers. We propose that this short-range photoassociation is due to excitation
near the wavefunction amplitude maximum at the inner wall of the lowest triplet
potential. We show that Franck-Condon factors from the highest-energy bound
state can almost precisely reproduce Franck-Condon factors from a low-energy
scattering state, and that both calculations match experimental data from the
near-zero positive-energy scattering state with reasonable accuracy. We also show
that the corresponding photoassociation from the inner wall of the ground-state
singlet potential at much shorter internuclear distance is weaker and undetectable
under our current experimental conditions. We predict from Franck-Condon fac-
tors that the strongest of these weaker short-range photoassociation transitions
are one order of magnitude below our current sensitivity.
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1. Introduction
In recent work, our lab has performed a number
of short-range photoassociation (PA) experiments in
homonuclear 85Rb2. In [1] we studied blue-detuned
and short-range photoassociation to the 4 different
Ω = 0+, 0−, 1, and 2 components of the 1 3Πg state,
including various spectra. We also studied other short-
range photoassociation spectra to the 2 1Σ+g state [2, 3],
including a single rovibrational level in the short-range
state (v′ = 111, J ′ = 5) that is perturbed by a single,
predominately long-range rovibrational level (v′ = 155,
J ′ = 5) of the 1 1Πg,Ω=1 state, the two levels being
separated by ∼ 0.017 cm−1.
When homonuclear photoassociation is done in the
traditional long-range regime, the ΣnCn/R
n form of
the potential is different in the ground and excited
states. For the lowest asymptote of two ground-
state atoms, the long-range potential is due to London
dispersion forces and takes the form
U = −
C6
R6
−
C8
R8
−
C10
R10
. (1)
These terms correspond to the dipole-dipole, dipole-
quadrupole, and quadrupole-quadrupole plus dipole-
octupole interactions. The excited state potentials,
in addition to C6, C8, and C10 terms, also contain
a leading (positive or negative) C3/R
3 term (for
homonuclear molecules) [4], which dominates at long
range.
This difference in functional form means that
increasing detuning from the excited atomic asymptote
reduces photoassociation efficiency. In heteronuclear
molecules with no excited-state C3 term [5], efficiency
still decreases due to the decreasing amplitude of the
wavefunction in the scattering state at the internuclear
distance of the excited-state outer turning point. In [6],
Pillet et al. derive an expression (equation (55)) for the
homonuclear photoassociation efficiency and find that,
in the limit of small ∆, the efficiency is proportional
to ∆−(4J
′+7)/3, where ∆ is the detuning below the
atomic asymptote and J ′ is the excited state rotational
quantum number. This derivation assumes that PA
can only occur below the asymptote, and implies that
it is only strong enough to be observable near the
atomic dissociation asymptote. Although true in many
cases, both of these have been demonstrated to have
exceptions in our work (in Rb2 [1, 2]) and that of others
(in LiCs [7], RbCs [8, 9, 10], and NaCs [11]). We note
that the general approach in [6] could be applied to
short-range PA, but the expressions therein would need
to be re-derived without restriction to long range.
This traditional view of photoassociation as
predominantly a long-range process is based on several
factors, including the number of atom pairs that exist
at a given internuclear distance in the MOT and the
fact that the amplitude of the nuclear wavefunction
is small at short range and much larger at long
range. However, there are also several mechanisms
that provide exceptions to this assumption. One is
that there is a significant local maximum in the square
of the wavefunction amplitude at the inner wall of
the a 3Σ+u potential in
85Rb2, roughly at 9.7 a0, as
can be seen in Figure 1. This can enhance the PA
rate if the excited state has significant short-range
amplitude as well, such as exists behind a short- or
intermediate-range potential barrier. As was discussed
in [2], there is also a g-wave shape resonance in the
triplet potential because of its centrifugal barrier near
80 a0, which can provide a second source of short-
range PA enhancement. Similar considerations apply
for the zero-energy wavefunction in the a 3Σ+ state
of many other homo- and heteronuclear alkali dimers.
A third mechanism for enhancing PA to short-range
states is excited-state resonant coupling, which can
combine efficient long-range excitation with efficient
short-range decay in both homonuclear [3, 12] and
heteronuclear [11, 13, 14] cases. A fourth path to
efficient formation of short-range states is Feshbach-
optimized PA (FOPA) [15, 16].
Here we explore the first of these mechanisms,
photoassociation from the inner turning point of the
continuum wavefunction. To estimate relative PA
rates to various excited-state vibrational levels, we
take advantage of the continuity of the absorption
(or emission) cross section as one passes through a
dissociation limit, which was pointed out by Allison
and Dalgarno [17] and Smith [18] some 45 years ago,
using as examples the H2 (a “VUV” alkali metal
diatomic) Lyman bands and O2 Schumann-Runge
bands. While [17] used a Morse potential for the
excited B state, which is unphysical at long range,
the continuity behavior for the B state of H2 with
correct long-range behavior was published two years
later [19], and quantitatively showed continuity at
dissociation. In particular, we take advantage of
the fact that the short-to-intermediate range behavior
of the wavefunction of the highest long-range bound
level (readily calculated by standard programs such
as LEVEL 8.2 [20]) is very nearly identical to the
short-to-intermediate range behavior of the continuum
wavefunction at near-zero-energy, i.e. ultracold
energies, as shown in Figure 1. Note that for
most cases of photoassociation at long range, where
the last bound level and near-zero-energy continuum
wavefunctions differ, the two Franck-Condon factor
(FCF) calculations will no longer agree quantitatively.
A direct consequence is that the ultracold limit of
the FCF for free → bound photoassociation occurring
at relatively short range is, within a scaling factor,
well approximated by the bound → bound FCF
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for a corresponding transition from the uppermost
vibrational level, v′′max:
|〈k′′, J ′′ = 0|v′, J ′ = 1〉|
2
∝ |〈v′′max, J
′′ = 0|v′, J ′ = 1〉|
2
(2)
where the radial wavefunctions for |k′′, J ′′ = 0〉 (free)
and |v′′max, J
′′ = 0〉 (bound) are very similar, as shown
in Figure 1, as are the FCFs listed in Equation 2.
Here the ultracold limit is taken to be ∼ 120µK, the
approximate temperature of our magneto-optical trap.
2. Photoassociation Model
As stated in Section 1, we often operate under
circumstances where traditional assumptions about
photoassociation do not apply because of a local
short-rangemaximum in the target-state wavefunction.
We thus introduce a simple model to predict the
efficiency of photoassociation in the short-range or
blue-detuned regions that were formerly considered
inaccessible. Our model assumes that the inner turning
point of the near-zero-energy free wavefunction, or
incoming scattering state, creates a population of
closely-spaced atom pairs sufficient to form molecules
at relatively short range. If the excited state of
interest has significant amplitude at short range, the
PA rate can be enhanced. Further, for sufficiently
small energy differences, the wavefunction at short
range is equivalent both above and below the atomic
dissociation asymptote, allowing the highest bound
state to be used for FCF calculations. An example
of short-range excitation to the 85Rb2 1
3Πg,Ω=1 state,
which lies above the 5s1/2+5p3/2 asymptote, is shown
in Figure 1. We believe that this model is an additional
new and useful ‘shortcut’ for understanding rovibronic
spectroscopy of ultracold molecules [21] and enhancing
their formation.
In a time-dependent view, this can be interpreted
as meaning that atom pairs spend significant time
in close proximity when they collide at short range.
This period of slow movement at short range means
that there is always a non-negligible fraction of
atoms available to interact at these internuclear
distances. Since the lowest triplet potential inner
wall is at significantly longer range than the inner
wall of the singlet X state, colliding triplet pairs
of ultracold atoms are able to access many states
of interest that are inaccessible to ultracold colliding
pairs of singlet character. By contrast, singlet
wavefunctions have rapid, low-amplitude oscillations at
most internuclear distances at which excited states are
present, drastically reducing the transition probability.
A partial exception is in the region of an intermediate-
range barrier maximum in the B 1Πu state in
85Rb2,
discussed in Section 3.
Thus, any PA transitions that are to be studied at
short range must be accessible from the lowest triplet
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Figure 1. (Color online) Wavefunctions of the a 3Σ+u , v
′′ = 39
vibrational level of 85Rb2 and the 120 µK scattering state,
each with zero rotational/collisional angular momentum, and
three rovibrational levels of the 1 3Πg,Ω=1 state, the v
′ =
0, 5, and 8 levels, each with J ′ = 1 are shown. The
v′′ = 39 wavefunction closely resembles a low-energy continuum
wavefunction throughout the range of R shown here. The
potentials shown are from [22] for the a 3Σ+u state and from [1]
(and [17] therein) for the 1 3Πg,Ω=1 state. Note that the
v′ = 0 and 5 wavefunctions are similar to harmonic oscillator
wavefunctions, while v′ = 8, near the top of a potential barrier,
is more asymmetric toward larger distance. For v′ = 0 (and 2,
4, and even 6), there is a significant FCF from v′′ = 39, while
it is small for v′ = 5 (and 3 and 1, as shown in Figure 2).
Here, the 120 µK wavefunction is scaled to match the v′′ = 39
wavefunction at short R to demonstrate their similarity. For
all other uses, this state was scaled as described in the text.
It should be noted that the v′′ = 39 wavefunction amplitude
increases dramatically at longer range out to its maximum at
∼ 62 a0.
potential. In particular, this means that the transition
must be allowed from the lowest triplet state in the
appropriate Hund’s case. For pairs of identical ground-
state alkali atoms, this implies PA to a triplet gerade
state in Hund’s case (a), or a 0+g , 0
−
g , 1g, or 2g state
in Hund’s case (c). Although for heavy alkalis such as
85Rb the singlet= triplet selection rule is weakened (or
equivalently, case (a) quantum numbers are no longer
perfectly “good” and case (c) quantum numbers may
be more appropriate), the g ↔ u selection rule is still
strong in a homonuclear system.
A simple way to use this model to calculate
relative excitation probabilities from free triplet atoms
to a given excited state is to calculate the FCF between
the highest bound level of the lowest triplet state and
each level of the target excited state. It is slightly
more accurate to calculate the square of the overlap
integral from the true near-zero-energy (free) state,
but it is more convenient to use a bound → bound
calculation program such as LEVEL 8.2 [20]. With
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appropriate scaling, the highest bound vibrational level
is nearly identical at short range to the near-zero-
energy scattering state, as shown in Figure 1, due to
the steepness of the repulsive wall and the similarity
in their energies. At our experimental temperature of
∼ 120µK, the thermal population distribution has a
peak at 2.5 MHz, while the v′′ = 39 level is bound
by 0.007238 cm−1, or 217 MHz, for a difference of
less than ∼ 220 MHz. The scattering state has been
calculated using the code developed in [23, 24, 25].
Franck-Condon factors were calculated from this box-
normalized free wavefunction and were scaled to give
the same FCF at v′ = 2 as produced by the bound
state calculation. We show a comparison of such an
FCF calculation to experimental data in Section 3.
As with any use of a Franck-Condon factor,
the R-dependence of the transition dipole moment
may play an important role that is neglected by our
approximation. The 2 1Σ+g ∼ 2 (0
+
g ) state studied
in [2, 3] is an excellent example. The case (c) transition
dipole is constant and large at long range, but at
short range (in the region of our experiment) it drops
rapidly toward zero [26]. This caused a drop-off in
our signal for shorter-range and more deeply-bound
vibrational levels, and reflects a transition from the
allowed transition in case (c) to a region where case
(a) better represents the coupling and the transition is
singlet ↔ triplet forbidden.
The calculation of FCFs between the v′′ =
39 level of the a 3Σ+u state and the v
′ levels of
the 1 3Πg,Ω=1 state is based on the experimentally
determined potential of the a 3Σ+u state [22] and an
ab initio potential of the 1 3Πg,Ω=1 state calculated by
Dulieu and Gerdes that reproduces the experimental
vibrational and rotational constants fairly accurately
(see Table 1 of [1]). The a 3Σ+u state potential produces
a scattering length of aT = −371 a0 in our calculations,
which agrees well with published scattering lengths for
85Rb2 in Roberts et al. (aT = −369± 16 a0 [27]) and
van Kempen et al. (aT = −388 ± 3 a0 [28]). The
electronic transition dipole moment is generally not
expected to vary significantly in the small region of
overlap of vibrational wavefunctions ψ′(R) and ψ′′(R).
In this case, the transition dipole moments for 1 3Πg ←
a 3Σ+u (and B
1Πu ← X
1Σ+g , discussed below) are
quite similar, ∼ 3.5 a.u. and ∼ 4 a.u., respectively,
at the internuclear distance of the transition [26].
The potential energy curve used here and plotted
in our Figure 1 for the a 3Σ+u state from [22] is a
high-quality experimentally-based potential (note that
Figure 1 of [22] does not have the correct R axis
values; for example, the Table II value of Re = 5.07
A˚ = 11.5160 a0 is correct in our Figure 1, but is ∼ 10 a0
in Figure 1 of [22]). In particular, [22] argues that their
results, compared to earlier results, “are significantly
improved close to the atomic asymptote by including
data on the mixed singlet-triplet levels of this study
and data on Feshbach resonances from various other
sources.” This near dissociation region is exactly the
region of greatest significance for our present study.
3. Comparison to Data
To test whether these FCFs can predict the relative
efficiency of short-range PA to various levels, we looked
at several lines that our group previously detected [1].
The target state is the Ω = 1 component of the 1 3Πg
manifold of 85Rb2. This state is blue-detuned above
the 5s+ 5s3/2 asymptote.
Our experiment was carried out under conditions
similar to the original work, and a detailed description
can be found in [1, 2]. The molecules were formed in a
85Rb MOT of typically 8 × 107 atoms and a density
of 1 × 1011 cm−3 at ∼ 120µK. The excitation was
performed with a fiber-coupled photoassociation laser
(Coherent 899-29 Ti:Sapphire) delivering 650 mW to
the experimental chamber. After photoassociation, the
molecules rapidly decay to deeply-bound levels of the
a 3Σ+u state and are detected via pulsed ionization.
Ions are detected on a discrete-dynode multiplier (ETP
model 14150) and spectra are acquired via a boxcar
integrator which gates the molecular time-of-flight
signal.
To ensure accurate relative line height measure-
ments, detection was done using photoionization with
a pulsed 355 nm UV tripled Nd:YAG laser at 3.6
mJ/pulse. This photon energy corresponds to ∼
28, 169 cm−1. Based on the data we reported in [29],
the v = 0 level of the Rb+2 ground-state potential is no
higher than 27,383.2 cm−1. Accounting for the ∼ 234.7
cm−1 binding energy of the a 3Σ+u , v
′′ = 0 level, up to
27,617.9 cm−1 could be necessary to ionize. Our UV
photon energy is ∼ 551 cm−1 above this, and thus all
ionization should be single-photon and line strengths
should be independent of any intermediate-state reso-
nances. Measured line strengths should therefore re-
flect the true relative transition probabilities. We note
that the PA rates for these lines are too small to be
observed via trap loss.
Each vibrational level was measured and its line
height at J ′ = 3 recorded. As discussed in Section 2,
FCFs were calculated for the same transitions by using
the a 3Σ+u , v
′′ = 39 level as a proxy for the near-
zero-energy scattering state. The FCFs from the 120
µK scattering state itself were also calculated. A
comparison of these data and the FCF calculations is
shown in Figure 2. The experimental data are scaled
to match the bound-state FCF calculations at v′ = 2
to better show the quality of the comparison. The
scattering-state FCFs are also scaled to the bound-
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Figure 2. (Color online) Comparison of FCF calculations to
experimental data. For each vibrational level in the excited state,
three bars are shown. The first bar (solid red) shows FCFs to the
1 3Πg, Ω = 1 state from the highest bound state of the lowest
triplet potential, a 3Σ+u , v
′′ = 39, which closely approximates
the zero-energy scattering state. The excited state potentials
are from [1]. The second bar (hashed red) is calculated from
the 120 µK scattering state, and scaled to match the bound-
state calculation at v′ = 2. The experimental data, shown in
the third (hashed black) bar, are obtained using PA from a
Ti:Sapphire laser detected by photoionization at 355 nm from
a tripled Nd:YAG laser, and are also normalized to agree with
the bound-state FCFs at v′ = 2. The FCFs are calculated for
J ′′ = 0 and J ′ = 1.
state FCFs to ensure comparable normalization. It
should be noted that levels with FCFs as low as
2.99 × 10−6 (v′ = 3) are detected. However, v′ = 5,
with a FCF of 1.70× 10−7, is not detected.
The prominent alternation in FCF seen in Figure 2
bears closer examination. The strong barrier in the
1 3Πg,Ω=1 state creates a short-range well that differs
little from a harmonic potential, and the resulting
wavefunctions also closely approximate those of a
harmonic oscillator. In this case, the strong maximum
of the v′ = 0 wavefunction is replaced by a node in
v′ = 1, with two weaker and opposite-signed extrema
adjacent. If the FCF from the initial state to v′ = 0
is coming from a localized region of the v′′ = 39
wavefunction, the expected result is a sharp reduction
(nearly cancellation) in the FCF to v′ = 1. Similarly,
at v′ = 2 a new, albeit weaker, extremum will occupy
the position of the v′ = 0 maximum, which gives
rise to an alternating series of FCFs with gradually
decaying contrast. The strong alternation actually
observed thus supports the hypothesis that the PA in
this experiment is due to the local maximum at the
inner turning point of the a 3Σ+u state.
As further evidence in support of our model, we
also scanned the predicted locations of quasibound
vibrational levels of the B 1Πu state, which corresponds
to the Hund’s case (c) 3 (1u) state. Much like the
1 3Πg state, the B state has an intermediate-range
barrier (17.3 a0 [30]) and is repulsive at long range,
causing vibrational states to be confined to short range.
Levels of this state were accurately measured by Amiot
and Verge`s using optical-optical double resonance and
Fourier-transform spectroscopy [30, 31]. If our model
is accurate, however, any photoassociation to this state
must, by selection rules, originate from free atoms
of gerade symmetry, and therefore must come from
the X 1Σ+g state. This state has a very short-range
inner wall, and does not give highly-enhanced FCFs
for excitation to higher bound states. The relatively
larger FCFs high in the B state come predominantly
from the outer turning points at the potential barrier,
where the X state wavefunction is beginning to grow
in amplitude.
The FCFs for transitions to J ′ = 1 levels of the
B 1Πu state from v
′′ = 122, J ′′ = 0 of the X 1Σ+g
state are shown in Figure 3. The potential used to
calculate these FCFs was obtained from the “inverted
perturbation approach” (IPA) potential in [30], with
the top of the barrier and repulsive wall from the
ab initio potential in [1]. The ab initio barrier was
translated to match the energy and slope of the IPA
potential, and the vibrational eigenstates were shown
to match experimental values closely. No attempt was
made to reproduce the linewidths observed in high
rotational levels of v′ = 66 and 67. Even the largest
FCF to this state is ∼ 1× 10−7, and the vast majority
of FCFs are < 1 × 10−13. These are well below the
FCFs of levels we are able to detect based on the 1 3Πg
state data above. FCFs can be directly compared to
make this determination because the transition dipole
moments are so similar. We discuss our detection
sensitivity below.
To briefly summarize, the B state has a short-
range potential well that is amenable to our short-
range PA efficiency calculation technique. Due to
symmetry considerations, only atom pairs of singlet-
gerade character may be excited to this state. As the
X state’s near-zero-energy inner turning point is at
shorter range than the classically allowed region, very
poor PA efficiency is predicted. In fact, the dominant
contribution to the largest FCFs for the B state come
from the outer turning points, as in traditional long-
range PA, although these turning points are at the
intermediate-range potential barrier.
We have measured the statistics of our laser scan
data in the vicinity of the v′ = 65 level of the B
state. Our scans have noise with an average standard
deviation of 0.18 ions per shot across several scans.
This is easily capable of 5σ detection of a single
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Figure 3. (Color online) FCFs for excitation to the B 1Πu
state from the X 1Σ+g state. Although the last two levels have
dramatically increasing FCFs, it should be noted that, since they
are quasibound, this transition strength is spread over a larger
energy range. Widths of low-J levels were not experimentally
observed, although some high-J widths are reported [30].
ion per laser shot, and several stray ions are indeed
observed within the correct boxcar gate during the
scan. These features are not repeatable, and thus
cannot be spectroscopic features. Additionally, they
show an exponential drop-off characteristic of our real-
time boxcar shot averaging rate (typically a 10-shot
rolling exponential average). Other than these, no lines
are detected near the predicted v′ = 65 energy.
In a similar scan, the 1 3Πg,Ω=1, v
′ = 8 level is
detected. Between lines, the scan background shows a
standard deviation of 0.33 ions per shot, comparable
to the average mentioned above. The peak line height
is 9.18 ions above the baseline. Based on the FCF of
9.48× 10−6 for this level, we are sensitive to FCFs as
small as 9.3 × 10−7 with average noise levels. Thus a
non-detection of B state levels is consistent with our
FCF calculation.
4. Conclusion
We have presented a model of short-range photoassoci-
ation in an alkali dimer that is both conceptually and
computationally simple. It applies when the square
of the excited-state target wavefunction has an appre-
ciable local maximum near the internuclear distance
of the scattering state’s short-range turning point. In
this model, short-range excitation is proportional to
the FCF of a transition from the near-zero-energy con-
tinuum of the lowest triplet state (or the highest bound
vibrational level, which we have shown to produce
nearly-identical results), so long as the transition is
allowed in the appropriate Hund’s case. Generally, the
correct coupling description is Hund’s case (a) or (c),
with case (c) likely being more important in heavier
alkalis with strong spin-orbit coupling.
We have presented experimental data in 85Rb2 us-
ing detection via single-photon ionization that should
accurately reflect molecule production regardless of vi-
brational level. The FCF predictions from our model
show quite reasonable agreement with the observed
1 3Πg,Ω=1 state lines, and correctly predict that lines
from the B 1Πu state should not be observed.
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